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At Kronosurface we’re first to admit that reading design

futures is not something we can do alone. Crucially, 

we never select our new melamine-faced panel decors

without input from our partners and customers. 

That’s why Fresh has the uncanny ability to stay on

trend season after season.
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RE:SEARCH
Our aim is simple: to create decors with a commercial edge. So we

constantly research trend forecasts, visit     shows, design events and listen

to what the industry’s saying about what’s trending, and what’s not.  

RE:VIEW
The next stage is to bring customers, manufacturers, designers and

distributors together at our yearly For(u)m. Between us we narrow down

the decors to the most on-trend selection. So the looks that go into

production at Kronosurface are precisely what our customers need to

build sales on. 

RE:FRESH
Fresh continues to be the best of several worlds. A collection that

regularly reinvents itself according to trending influences, clear

commercial realities and the specific requirements of our customers. If

you want to know how or where your business opportunities lie in the

coming year, take a Fresh look.
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POD#1 Industrialism

Welcome to the art of imperfection, construction deconstructed, the utilitarian

elevated to creative expression. Industrialism is all about pared down forms and

neutrals inspired by sawn timber, concrete and oxidized metal. This is where the

worn, used, raw and unfinished are set to star. 
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POD#2 Bohemian Kitsch

With Bohemian Kitsch, matters continue to move on from retro, blossoming in the urban-rural

fusion to set up new and unexpected partnerships. Think laid back styling and architectural

forms, loud patterns and abstracts, grown up glamour and eccentric colour mixes. This is where

our oak, beech and straight grain elm decors find an eclectic home.
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POD#3  Sentiment

Sentiment is an emotive new direction, the look that celebrates honest, handmade, authentic aesthetics.

The feeling is reassuring, settling in to the lived-in patina of old leather, earthy tones, timber, tweed and

wool. Our specifics take the look to unfinished elm, chestnut, walnut and stone, developing a truly

modern classic aesthetic theme.
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POD#4 Visionnaire

It’s time to play with new visual juxtapositions,

to put soft and sharp tones together, to align

natural figured wood with mild pastels and

near-neon shades. The forms are angular,

informed by structure and geometrics – the

perfect framework for our pine, larch, maple,

birch and beech decors..
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The result? We'll be including all the preferred

decors into our range and presenting them as

FRESH in April 2012.
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